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KAPOLEI PROPERTIES LLC

Kapolei Properties LLC is an affiliate of the James Campbell Company
with a focus on the development of the City of Kapolei, and on economic
development and job creation in the Kapolei region.

TO SUBSCRIBE to this newsletter, go to www.kapolei.com and join our email list.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact Dave Rae at daver@kapolei.com.

About
The About section takes a look at
Kapolei’s history and the company
behind its development. It also
offers links to two company related
charitable giving programs that give
grants primarily to organizations
that serve West O‘ahu communities.

History of Kapolei
There’s a long and rich history
behind Kapolei’s development.
A timeline gives you snapshots of
its earliest beginnings, starting with
the legacy of James Campbell,
the man who made it all possible,
through the many milestones that
describe the growth of this new
city to the present day.

Development Team
The moving force behind
Kapolei’s development is
Kapolei Properties LLC (KPL),
an affiliate of the James Campbell
Company LLC, which focuses
on the development of the City
of Kapolei, and on stimulating
economic development and job
creation in the region. The new
website was developed by KPL.

Community
An important part of building a
city is fostering the wellbeing of
those who reside there and in
surrounding communities. Both
the James Campbell Company
and the James & Abigail Campbell
Family Foundation have strong
ties to the communities of the
West O‘ahu region, and support
them through their grant giving
programs. Each program has its
own guidelines, which can be
found via links on the website.

To see the new, updated website,
go to www.kapolei.com.

The familiar “old” Kapolei
website has been completely
redesigned with a fresh new

look. The user-friendly site also
has an updated message — that
while Kapolei is the place to live,
work and thrive, it is also the place
where businesses can still invest
in prime real estate in the region.

Kapolei has seen tremendous
growth since it broke ground in
1990, with companies investing
billions of dollars over the years
to help create the new city. Today,
with much of the city now built,
there are still lands available that
are the last remaining opportunities
to invest in prime real estate in and
around the fastest growing region
in the state. The development of
these lands will be the final mile-
stone in completing the vision of
the Kapolei Long Range
Master Plan.

Touring Kapolei
The new website takes visitors on
a tour of Kapolei, highlighting its
many attributes and attractions.
Describing itself as “the source
for just about everything you want
to learn about Kapolei,” the web-
site is the single dedicated source
for almost all things Kapolei.

Live
“We wanted to make the site as
complete and as useful as we
could for everyone — especially
residents,” said Dave Rae, Kapolei
Properties LLC’s senior vice
president. “In the Live section,
we provide links to major
organizations, businesses and
government offices whose services
and resources make Kapolei a
dynamic and very livable city.”

Work
“In the Work section, we high-
light some of the city’s major
commercial job centers and list
useful links for job seekers who
are interested in both government
and private sector jobs,” Rae said.

Invest
“In the Invest section, we also
provide valuable information for
current and potential new
businesses that are looking for
investment opportunities in
Kapolei,” said Rae. “We have
detailed maps that show what’s
available for both lease and sale,
along with contact information.”

Fresh new look for Kapolei.com
Redesigned website unveiled
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